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analysis of conceptualizations
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Abstract
In 2011, the Swedish National Agency for Education introduced a new national curriculum. The
curriculum contained a number of new terms. One in particular proved problematic for physical
educators – complex movement. The confusion surrounding the term could be seen as somewhat
unexpected since movement is and has been a central element of practically all physical education
(PE) curricula. The specific aim of this paper is to identify how the discourse regarding complex
movement is assembled, and by doing so, provide insights into the meaning(s) of complex
movement within the context of PE policy in Sweden. Following Englund and Quennerstedt (2008),
the study is framed within a Swedish curriculum theory tradition and six policy texts are examined
using a discourse analytic methodology. The results suggest three different inferences of complex
movement discourse: advanced with a wide meaning; context-dependent and related to sports for
older pupils; and knowledge-dependent where different views about knowledge exist. From these
results, three discussion points are raised related to: the diversity of possible meanings presented
in policy; the connection between knowledge and understanding; and the probability of different
audiences reading the texts in different ways. The paper is concluded with a consideration of the
consequences of different inferences concerning complex movement and whether greater con-
sensus is necessary.
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Introduction

In 2011, the Swedish National Agency for Education (SNAE) introduced a new national curri-

culum for all grades.1 Its predecessor, the curriculum issued in 1994, had been criticised for being

vague and unhelpful for practitioners, not least regarding assessment and grading (Lundvall and

Meckbach, 2008; Seger, 2014; Tholin, 2006). Teachers and politicians expected that the 2011

syllabus’ more prescriptive form would provide specific, practical guidance in the classroom. This

expectation was only partially met. A number of educators were disappointed with a relatively

‘slim’ document that outlined a number of objectives but prescribed few strategies for achieving

these objectives (Redelius et al., 2015). In the grading criteria for year seven to year nine, a new

concept proved especially confounding: complex movement. While physical educators had always

attempted to teach students how to move, they were now required to teach students to move in

‘complex’ ways as well as to give equivalent and comparable grades on this complexity (Redelius,

et al., 2015; Svennberg et al., 2014). Specifically, students were – and still are – supposed to learn

to ‘participate in games and sports involving complex movement in different settings and vary and

adapt their movements well to activities and context’ (Skolverket, 2011). Since 2011, this addition

has caused Swedish physical education (PE) teachers a great deal of anxiety (see, for example,

Schenker, 2012) with questions of definition, implementation, and assessment in the foreground

(Svennberg, 2017; Tolgfors and Öhman, 2016).

Researchers internationally have described how the creation of new policy has led to challenges

in PE practice (e.g. Brown and Penney, 2013; Ha et al., 2008; Macdonald, 2013; Peiroó-Velert

et al., 2015; Penney, 2008; Penney et al., 2009; Thorburn and Collins, 2006). In one sense, it is not

surprising that an updated national curriculum has resulted in some confusion and ensuing debate.

The introduction of a strengths-based approach to health in Australia, for example, led to sub-

stantial discussion (Macdonald, 2013; McCuaig et al., 2013). What is surprising however, is that

the debate in Sweden has concerned ways of moving (Larsson and Nyberg, 2017). Moving has

after all been a long-standing element of PE curricula internationally (Kirk, 2010), and has

received a great deal of scholarly attention (see, for example, Stodden et al., 2008; Whitehead,

2001). Moving is one aspect of the school subject in which we might expect physical educators to

feel confident. With these points in mind, the broad purpose of this investigation is to discern what

the phrase ‘complex movement’ entails in the current Swedish national curriculum. Using a dis-

course analytic approach (Howarth, 2000; Jørgensen et al., 2002), the specific aim is to identify

how the discourse regarding complex movement is assembled and by doing so, provide insights

into the meaning(s) of complex movement within the context of PE policy in Sweden. This task,

we believe, can facilitate a broader discussion about the ways in which physical educators con-

ceptualise, employ, and as a consequence assess a key aspect of their practice. Our basic theoretical

assumption is that all texts (e.g. words, phrases, and actions) acquire their meaning within the

contexts in which they occur. This makes identifying the terms and phrases that surround the

phrase ‘complex movement’ in the curriculum and other supporting documents, and ‘reading

between the lines’ (Culler, 1992) to grasp the kinds of assumptions that remain implicit in the texts,

a central part of the analytic task.
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The next section comprises an overview of PE literature that has a focus on what we would call

movement education. In this review, we identify the ways that the idea of complexity has been

connected to movement. We then outline our methodological approach, summarizing principles of

discourse analytic thinking that proved useful in this investigation. Our results follow. Then, we

present and discuss the data and point out key ideas that potentially structure how PE teachers

make sense of complex movement. We finish by relating these ideas to the movement education

literature, and considering some implications for practice.

Background

Movement and movement learning have garnered a great deal of attention from PE scholars (for

overviews see Barker et al., 2017; Larsson and Quennerstedt, 2012). Different perspectives have

been adopted including: phenomenological perspectives (Brown and Payne, 2009; Kentel and

Dobson, 2007; Whitehead, 2001); developmental motor learning perspectives (Boyce et al., 2006;

Stodden et al., 2008); non-linear pedagogic perspectives (Chow, 2013; Chow and Atencio, 2014);

and constructivist perspectives (Light and Wallian, 2008). In this section we focus specifically on

how PE scholars have used the term ‘complex’ in relation to movement in PE. Using a discursive

approach (described in the next section), we identify four mutually supporting inferences that

scholars have attached to the term and offer explanations and examples for each. These four

inferences are: (i) complex as advanced; (ii) complex as context-dependent; (iii) complex as

dynamic and changing; and (iv) complex as demanding reflective processing. We then briefly

examine some of the wider assumptions that underpin these usages. A preliminary point to note is

that complex movement is not a scientific concept for which one can find a definition or

description. Nowhere did we find a statement saying ‘a complex movement is one which . . . .’ In

fact, some would suggest that a tight definition of complexity contradicts the sense of emergence

and unpredictability that the term attempts to convey (Ovens et al., 2013). At the same time,

‘complex’ is used relatively frequently in the movement learning literature and there is some

consensus, at least on the surface, around the ways that it can be employed.

A common connotation of complex is that the movement is advanced. ‘Complex’ is used in

this sense to distinguish between ‘fundamental’ or ‘basic’ ways of moving that are typically

learned in elementary (or primary) school and ways of moving that are superior, higher or more

sophisticated, and that are done later in education (Delaš et al., 2008; Rukavina and Jeansonne,

2009). Complex here is connected to notions of progression and development (see Stodden et al.,

2008) and is used to mean more ‘mature’ (Miller et al., 2007: 63). Alone, this connotation is not

enough to tell us what complex movements might look like in practice, other than that they might

be performed by ‘older kids.’ However, combined with the following aspects a more detailed

picture begins to emerge.

Some scholars use ‘complex’ to signify that a way of moving belongs to a specific context (e.g.

Chow et al., 2007). In contradistinction to general or fundamental ways of moving, complex

movements are done in certain situations that place certain demands on the mover. A general

overhand throwing movement, for example, might be done anywhere – or at least in a variety of

different places and has thus been referred to as a fundamental movement (Drost and Todorovich,

2013). A javelin-throw, in contrast, with its specific grip and run up and the fact that it belongs to

an athletics context, is complex. The underpinning logic within this inference is that complexity is

introduced when movers perform in situations where culturally-defined responses are expected of

the mover. A corollary is that complexity is possible only when a context allows for different
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movements but demands one. From this perspective, a teacher can remove a situation’s potential

for complexity either by not allowing different movements and demanding only one (in a drill type

activity, for example) or by not demanding any specific movement response at all (as in some

forms of creative dance or play, for example).

Accordingly, complex movements should be performed in specific contexts but many authors

also add that these contexts must also be dynamic and changing (e.g. Chow et al., 2007). The issue

of evolving contexts has been considered in detail by PE scholars interested in complexity theory

(Jess et al., 2011; Ovens et al., 2013). These scholars suggest that complex systems such as schools

and classrooms, but also individual students, will self-organise based upon the constraints under

which they are placed. Scholars drawing on complexity theory emphasize that through self-

organization, complex systems produce emergent behaviors, or behaviors that cannot be deter-

mined or predicted in advance (Chow and Atencio, 2014). Emergent movement behaviors will in

turn interact with the environment and will co-evolve with the environment. From this perspective,

complexity is fundamentally related to non-linearity (see Chow, 2013; Chow et al., 2014). Further,

since students interact in different ways with their environment, emergent responses will vary. In

other words, what is ‘complex’ for one student may not be ‘complex’ for another (see Mason,

2008).

The introduction of terms such as ‘dynamic’ and ‘changing’ is very often accompanied by

complexity when being associated with games and sports contexts (Drost and Todorovich, 2013;

Overdorf and Coker, 2013). Indeed, most examples of complex ways of moving given in the

literature refer to games and sport. In many cases, references to decision-making and tactical

understanding are also made (Avery and Rettig, 2015; Chow et al., 2007). The idea that learning

fundamental skills will prepare individuals for complex movements has prompted Okely and

Wright (1997) to comment that fundamental motor skills should more accurately be described as

fundamental sports skills. Here, it is useful to point out that games/sport and conceptions of

fundamental/complex movement (and current understandings of ability in PE for that matter – see

Evans and Penney, 2008) can be seen as part of the same discourse. The terms make sense in

relation to one another.

Finally, some scholars use ‘complex’ to signal that reflection or thinking is required.

Rukavina and Jeansonne (2009), for example, suggest that students should have opportunities

to apply complex concepts when moving. Chow and colleagues propose that ‘learning would

be optimised if students were engaged in complex and meaningful problem-based activities’

(Chow et al., 2007: 252). These claims are part of a wider logic about student-centeredness

and the possibilities students have for influencing their learning. In this logic, movement done

in environments which encourage students to ‘think for themselves,’ is seen as both positive

and complex.

In conclusion, complex movements can, if all mutually supporting inferences are accounted for,

be understood as mature ways of moving that are grounded in the specific practices of games and

sport and that involve reflection or thinking. While not all scholars make use of all these aspects, it

is possible to employ all of these aspects in a complementary manner because they can ‘work’

together within one discourse. The aspects do not, in other words, contradict one another’s logic.

This is perhaps why some scholars have claimed that developing alternative conceptions of

movement may involve developing quite different conceptions of PE and moving in PE (Nyberg

and Larsson, 2014; Whitehead, 2001). At this point, however, we are interested in the way that

complex movement makes sense within the Swedish curriculum. In the next section, we outline a

methodological approach for investigating this issue.
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Methodology

Following Englund and Quennerstedt (2008), we frame our study within a Swedish curriculum

theory tradition. Within this line of research, curriculum documents are regarded as ‘author-

itative educational policy documents’ that are analyzed as on-going struggles over the content of

education and as ‘interpretable political compromises’ (Englund and Quennerstedt, 2008: 714).

In these documents, it is important to recognise what these authors call performative concepts

with symbolic value and the rhetorical use of these concepts, the so called ‘essentially contested

concepts’ (Englund and Quennerstedt, 2008: 715). Within curriculum theory, discourse analysis

is a well-used analytical tool to establish possible understandings and alternative meanings of

different texts (see, for example, Luke, 1995; Popkewitz and Brennan, 1997). Commonly used in

research about public education and opinion forming, discourse analysis is today however often

conducted under other labels (Howarth, 2000). Within the field of PE, Rossi et al. (2009) have

used discourse analysis to examine the language used in Australian syllabuses. Their exam-

ination revealed the neo-liberal logic that pervaded the texts, even when the documents osten-

sibly advocated socially just principles. In another study, Svendsen and Svendsen (2016) used

discourse analysis to show how competitive sport discourses influence PE teacher education. In

this case, the scholars claimed that traditional sports logic was preserved in the language of the

curriculum. In line with these investigations, our research will uncover assumptions that would

otherwise remain implicit and undiscussed, and will add to the body of literature focusing on

curriculum production in PE.

Data material selection

Curriculum documents that are: related to the national curriculum (LGR11); published by the

SNAE; and can be retrieved from the SNAE homepage, have been used as data in this investi-

gation. These syllabus texts, support materials, and instructive film clips can be seen as ‘author-

itative documents’ (Englund and Quennerstedt, 2008) which teachers in different ways relate to

when they are teaching, assessing and grading students. This set of texts would be an obvious and

expected source of information for teachers in the Swedish school system.

After contacting the SNAE, the following texts were located on the SNAE home-page and used

as data in this investigation:

� The curriculum and the syllabus in PE for primary school – LGR 11 (‘the curriculum’), the

main document primarily investigated.

� The commentaries to the course plan in PE (‘the commentaries’) – supports the teachers by

providing a broader and deeper explanation for the reasons behind the formulations in the

curriculum based on science.

� The basis for discussion in PE (‘the discussion base’) – material developed for local subject

meetings to help educators understand and implement the curriculum.

� The film about PE (‘the PE film’) – describes the nature of the subject in general terms and

pinpoints what is core and what is new in the curriculum.

� The written assessment support – a written part (‘the written assessment support’) –intends

to give the teacher help in assessing the students together with the film below.

� The film assessment support – a visual part (‘the film assessment support’) – visualises and

supports the written assessment support part with matching examples.
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Discourse theory as a base for discourse analysis

The discourse analytic approach used in this paper is based on the general idea that ‘language is

structured according to different patterns that people’s utterances follow when they take part in

different domains of social life . . . ’ (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002: 1). Accordingly, identifying

how a discourse is built up enables us to engage with the objects we encounter, in this case complex

movement.

Discourse theory assumes that objects, actions and events involve meaning. Meaning is a

product of historically specific systems of rules (Howarth, 2000). Analysis involves trying to

provide interpretations of such systems. Structuralists have had a major influence on the devel-

opment of discourse theory, regarding meaning as a product of the relations between different

elements in a system of signs. Jørgensen and Phillips (2002) for example, draw on Saussure,

claiming that the meanings of individual signs gain their specific value from their place within

other signs.

Social phenomena such as written or enacted texts are never finished or complete in discourse

theory and meaning can never be fixed once and for all (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002). Rather

textual phenomena are interpreted on each ‘reading’ and can always be re-read with a different

meaning, even by the same person. Such phenomena are also indexical as they depend on and

change with context (Taylor, 2013). This indexicality leads, according to Jørgensen and Phillips

(2002), to constant social struggles about definitions of meanings. Discourses that represent the

world in one particular way rather than another constitute subjects and objects in certain ways. This

creates boundaries between what can be considered true and false and makes certain types of action

relevant and others inappropriate and possibly even unthinkable. It is in this sense that discourse is

constitutive of the social. Discursive practices are thus in a dialectical relationship with other social

practices, and in this sense discourse is socially embedded (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002). In this

paper, we work from the assumption that curricular texts have their roots in the ongoing discourses

of PE, sports and health and that the assemblage of these discourses can be identified and traced

(for an overview see Penney, 2006).

Discourse analysis – a method of interpreting text

According to Howarth (2000), discourse analysis is a method that needs to be built up from the

purpose of the research. It is necessary to consider discourse analytic traditions but in conducting

discourse analysis, some elements can also be put together in new ways. Since discourse analysis is

concerned with interpreting and understanding socially produced meanings, the major goals are to

delineate the historically specific rules that structure the production of meanings in historical con-

texts and to: ‘ . . . unmask and delineate taken-for-granted, common-sense understandings, trans-

forming them into potential objects for discussion and criticism’ (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002: 178).

In our paper, we draw specifically on two of Fairclough’s (1992) concepts for analyzing these

structures – intertextuality and interdiscursivity. Intertextuality concerns how policy texts draw

on existing discourses to create new texts. Interdiscursivity is a form of intertextuality where

different discourses are understood as: ‘ . . . articulated together in a communicative event.

Through new articulations of discourses, the boundaries change, both within the order of dis-

course and between different orders of discourse’ (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002: 73). Power

relations are here a main factor that determines the access of different actors to different dis-

courses and limits the possibilities for change. Accordingly, it is possible to look at the way in
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which political forces and social actors construct meanings within what Howarth (2000) calls

incomplete and undecidable social structures.

In the investigation, we relied on four specific analytical strategies to identify how the discourse

of complex movement was built up in the data. First, we used coding (Kuckartz, 2013) as a link

between collecting data and developing an explanation of these data. Second, we adopted a

strategy that Jørgensen and Phillips (2002) refer to as substitution. Substitution involved

attempting to exchange words with alternatives to see if they (still) made sense. Exchanging

‘complex’ with ‘advanced’ for example, made little difference in some of the texts. Third, based on

the structuralist idea that a statement gains its meaning by being different from something, we

compared the different official documents and examined them in relation to the literature discussed

earlier in the paper in terms of intertextuality and interdiscursivity. Finally, we used Culler’s

(1992) idea of ‘understanding and overstanding’ to examine the texts. Culler proposes that

understanding involves:

. . . asking the questions and finding the answers that the text insists on. ‘Once upon a time there were

three little pigs’ demands that we ask ‘So what happened?’ and not ‘Why three?’ or ‘What is the

concrete historical context?’. (1992: 114)

Understanding therefore involves analyzing the empirical material on the basis of its own

intertextual premises. In order to identify the meaning-bearing units, we ask questions about which

language and actions appear in the documents. Overstanding, in contrast, involves asking questions

that differ from the obvious. Culler describes overstanding as a reading that ‘consists of pursuing

questions that the text does not pose to its model reader’ (Culler, 1992: 114). In our study, the

content offered is placed in relation to the four mutually supporting inferences of complex move-

ment, so that the empirical material can be seen from a different perspective. In this way, the

analysis can be deepened and issues that are not immediately obvious can be highlighted. Accord-

ingly, discourse analysis is relatively open-ended and circular.

Practically, analysis of the documents took place in Swedish. Analysis was conducted primarily

by the first author with theoretically interesting issues or questions being discussed and debated by

all three authors. The four mutually supporting inferences identified in the PE literature were

initially used as codes to organise the data. However, coding was not entirely selective and

interpretive license was used to identify new codes in an open manner (see Kuckartz, 2013).

During coding, recurring features such as particular phrases, terms and figures of speech were

identified. This part of the work involved viewing and reviewing the texts as patterns appeared

(Quennerstedt, 2008; Wetherell et al., 2001). Once coding was complete, similar codes were

collected into categories which were taken as independent classifications of codes that might

appear different but intertextually referred to similar phenomena. These categories structure the

results section below. When the analysis was complete, results were translated into English by the

first author and checked by the second author.

Results

The initial search in the selected data for an explicitly formulated definition of complex movement

yielded little, even though the assessment support material refers readers to the commentaries,

suggesting that the commentaries can provide: ‘ . . . a guide to how certain concepts, for exam-

ple . . . complex movement should be interpreted’ (the written assessment). We are thus going to
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focus on how the discourse regarding complex movement is assembled, and by doing so, provide

insights into the meaning(s) of complex movement within the context of PE policy in Sweden.

Complex movement as advanced movement with a wide meaning

The results show that the discourse of complex movement as a connotation for advanced (Delaš

et al., 2008; Rukavina and Jeansonne, 2009) is a common notion in the curriculum documents. The

commentaries frame complex movement as the opposite of simple and fundamental movements,

suggesting that engaging in complex movements should lead to all-round movement abilities as

opposed to specialised or in-depth movement abilities (the commentaries). In the documents,

sports belong on the complex movement ‘side’ as opposed to simple movement games: ‘The

progression is such that, the older the students get, the more complex forms of combined move-

ments can be included in the teaching’ (the commentaries). Furthermore, ‘The progression goes

from the motor fundamentals to more complex movements, from simple movement games to more

complex games, sports and other physical activities’ (the commentaries).

Complex movement is not mentioned in the syllabus for years one to six, but is highlighted for

years seven to nine. Movements required in the earlier years could therefore be seen within the

discourse as ‘non-complex.’ This view would be in line with the literature stating that complexity

is reserved for older children while fundamental movement is appropriate in primary schools

(Delaš et al., 2008; Rukavina and Jeansonne, 2009). This would mean, however, that ‘running,

jumping and climbing and combinations of these movements using equipment, games and dance

and movement to music, both indoor and outdoor’ (the commentaries) should be regarded as non-

complex since they take place at primary school. In the commentaries for years seven to nine, ‘high

jump using certain techniques’ is cited as an example of a complex movement.

For the later years, still non-complex, sports are added ‘[participation] with different degrees of

confidence and precision, even in group situations’ (the commentaries). Dance and movement to

music are however excluded: ‘There are currently two parts of the knowledge requirements that

deal with movement, one that deals with partaking in play, games and sports that contain different

degrees of complex movement, and one part that deals with the ability to move to music in dances

and in work out programmes’ (the written assessment). This text suggests that dance, at least as it is

constructed within the complex movement discourse, is a non-complex activity.

The grading criteria for the lowest passing grade in the Swedish system – an ‘E’, years seven to

nine – state that: ‘Pupils can participate in games and sports involving complex movements in

different settings and vary and adapt their movements to some extent to activities and context’ (the

curriculum). The assessment support material represents these requirements with an obstacle

course where the instructions are as follows: ‘You are to move in a movement course with stations

that demand complex movements. The course gives you opportunities to choose the difficulty

level’ (the written assessment). The obstacle course shown in the film assessment support consists

of elements where students must for example, walk backwards on a thin bar elevated one meter

above ground (Figure 1), walk along a beam elevated 20 cm above ground (Figure 2), and jog

around cones in a zigzag pattern (Figure 3).

This example suggests that all students at this level are to be involved in complex movement in

order to pass. At the same time the ambition is that all students should be given opportunities to

take part in different movement activities according to their individual abilities. By offering a wide

range of activities such as games, gymnastics, sports, dance and movement to music, this position

is strengthened (the commentaries, pp. 6, 8). Since all students should be able to participate
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according to their ability and since all students should take part in complex movements, complex

movement must be either quite simple or the range of what it means quite broad.

Complex movement as depending on context in sports for older pupils

There are a number of references in the data to complex movement in changing, dynamic contexts

(see Chow et al., 2007; Drost and Todorovich, 2013; Overdorf and Coker, 2013). These appear, for

example, in descriptions of different forms of sport where decision-making is occurring. Nonetheless,

there is no consideration of how different games and sport might vary according to how changing and

dynamic they are. Nor is there any specific explanation of why sports and games that are played up till

the sixth grade are described as non-complex but those played in seventh grade and beyond are

Figure 1. Example of complex movement, taken from the film assessment support, showing a student
walking backwards on a thin bar elevated 1 m above ground.

Figure 2. Example of complex movement, taken from the film assessment support, showing a student
walking forward on a wide bar elevated 20 cm above ground.
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complex. The suggestion is that somewhere between the sixth and seventh grades, something should

happen with sports that in accordance with the documents will make them complex.

Complex movement as depending on knowledge but without a common view about
knowledge

The curricular documents stress that it is the use of certain kinds of knowledge and understanding

together with moving (Rukavina and Jeansonne, 2009) that makes movement complex. In the

documents, however, the purpose and knowledge content of PE regarding complex movement is

not made explicit (the PE film). The commentaries state that complex movement is closely related

to knowledge: ‘The subject’s knowledge assignment is emphasized. With that is meant that the

school should not try to make the students more physically active in the first place, but above all

give them knowledge of how to best develop bodily ability’ (the commentaries). This involves:

‘the students’ ability to develop joy of movement, coordination, condition, strength, flexibility,

mental capacity and motivation’ (the commentaries). However, these aspects of PE are then, not

explicitly, related to complex movement either individually or in combinations and indicate that by

performing complex movement, a student will develop joy of movement in the best way. In line

with the commentaries, the assessment support states that: ‘ . . . movement deals with developing

the ability to move in different ways and in different physical contexts . . . learning aims to enable

participation in movement’ (the written assessment). Finally, the commentaries state that complex

movement is not knowledge to receive but knowledge as a process (the commentaries).

Discussion

The specific aim of this investigation was to identify how the discourse regarding complex

movement is assembled, and by doing so, provide insights into the meaning(s) of complex

movement within the context of PE policy in Sweden. In the overview of the field we identified

four mutually supporting inferences regarding complex movements: (i) complex as advanced; (ii)

complex as context-dependent; (iii) complex as dynamic and changing; and (iv) complex as

demanding reflective processing. The analysis shows that it is possible to identify and trace these

Figure 3. Example of complex movement, taken from the film assessment support, showing a student jogging
forward around cones in a zigzag pattern.
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inferences in order to understand the performative assumptions of the concept in terms of its

consequences (cf. Englund and Quennerstedt, 2008).

We have shown that the documents give complex movement multiple and at times contra-

dictory meanings. In general, the documents formulate complex movement as advanced

movements that require consideration of context. At the same time, students should develop a

broad range of movement abilities. Terms such as ‘broad’ and ‘all-round’ do not necessarily rule

out the development of specialised movement skills, but they do work to create a hierarchy that

places fundamental at the bottom and complex at the top. However, the description of some

activities as complex and others as implicitly non-complex raises questions. What is it about high

jump that is complex and swimming that is non-complex? How could activities such as swim-

ming be adapted in order to make them complex? Is it possible for games and sports to be

conducted in non-complex ways?

In addition to these questions, Larsson and Quennerstedt (2012) acknowledge an interactional

dimension of meaning-making and ask for whom and in relation to what movement is complex. In

line with complexity theory (Mason, 2008), we can expect students to have different movement

histories and to experience movement contexts in PE differently. It may be useful though to consider

how teachers make sense of complex movement. For example, we might examine how teachers’

histories and cultures predispose them to understand complex movement in some ways but not

others. In the absence of clear demarcations in policy, we might also investigate how teachers

distinguish between complex and non-complex. We would suggest that this is a particularly relevant

line of research in educational environments where PE teachers are responsible for transforming

policy into assessment and grading practices (Svennberg, 2017; Tolgfors and Öhman, 2016).

The curricular documents examined here stress the importance of knowledge and understanding

together with movement, suggesting that this combination results in complexity. This is not a new

idea and others have claimed that movement needs to be accompanied by reflection if it is to be

complex (Rukavina and Jeansonne, 2009). At the same time, this position raises epistemological

issues concerning what it means to know in PE (for example, Fernandez-Balboa et al., 1996; Kirk,

2010). Is it possible, for instance, to perform a movement without being able to articulate how one

did it? For Ekberg (2014) knowledge in PE is in any case a performative concept associated with

uncertainty. The curricular material presented in this investigation, despite having the aim of

clarifying expectations and supporting teachers, appears to do little to dispel the uncertainty.

Contradictions in the documents can intertextually as well as interdiscursively be described as:

(i) complex movement is simple and for everyone but also quite specific where particular ways of

moving are privileged; (ii) complex movement is not to be considered as contextual yet it is mainly

in the context of sport or assessment that complex movement can be found; and (iii) complex

movement is about knowledge; however, it is not clear if knowledge needs to be articulated in

words in order to be authentic. Further, some movement activities, while appearing similar, are

framed as complex while others are framed as non-complex.

Concluding remarks

It is difficult to say exactly why ‘complex movement’ now appears in the Swedish curricular

description for PE. The term ‘complex’ can be found in descriptions of other school subjects such

as mathematics and science in Swedish educational policy. It may be that it has been included for

philological alignment, borrowed for example from the common European framework for lan-

guage (CEFR) (the commentaries). What has become clear is that the term has caused PE teachers
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to ask some critical questions about an element of their practices that has long remained

unquestioned (Redelius et al., 2015; Svennberg et al., 2014).

The discursive analysis conducted here suggests that policy provides no simple answers for

teachers. A definition for complex movement must be assembled from extracts found in the

Swedish curricular documents. Only by putting complex movement in relation to other concepts

and ‘reading between the lines’ can teachers make sense of the term. It is difficult to see exactly

how complex movement in PE differs from advanced or good quality movement, for example, or

how the use of the term complex might contribute to the realization, assessment and grading of PE

practices. Indeed, transformation to practice is an area that we believe deserves further attention.

We would like to add a final reflection. Like scholars who have examined PE policy before us

(Rossi et al., 2009; Svendsen and Svendsen, 2016), we would suggest that such curricular analyses

reveal complexity and contradictions. Rather than ‘clear up a messy issue,’ they have the potential

to inform educators as they interpret and transform policy. In this case, we have investigated an

aspect that is central to the work of physical educators and shown how the texts might be read. We

acknowledge, however, that PE policy continues to change and that when the curriculum is

revised, new readings will be invited. It is for this reason that we propose that curriculum research

will continue to be a valuable part of PE scholarship.
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Note

1. The Swedish national curriculum is mandatory for all schools in Sweden except for Sámi schools (a type of

school in Sweden that runs parallel to the standard primary school system), some schools that have been

created to educate children with special needs, and schools that follow international curricula. The main

changes for the 2011 curriculum revolved around centralization and a desire for clearer goals. For PE, the

grading system also was changed from four levels to seven.
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